FelcoTronic Electronic Secateurs
The FelcoTronic 811 is the latest and most popular model of electric secateur, followed closely by the 820.
An additional model is also available, the 801, which is ideally suited for hoof trimming as there is a specific
cutting head for that purpose.
Since its launch in 2016 the 811 has been really popular; it is more powerful than the 801, light and good to
work with and can cut up to 35mm diameter wood. The slightly larger FelcoTronic 820 model has been sold
for many years with great success and is capable of cutting up to 45mm diameter wood.
The battery normally lasts all day (although this does depend slightly on how many tough large cuts you
make) and they are comfortable and easy to use. Should you feel you are cutting a lot of maximum diameter
or hard wood there is also a double capacity battery available. Alternatively, you could charge the normal
battery for 40 minutes at lunch time. The battery and handset have a three year warranty and the backpack
a two year warranty.
The remote unit includes useful information such as your battery percentage, how many cuts you have made
at different sizes and how many cuts until your next service.
The kit includes everything you need to get you going: the cutting tool, a comfortable backpack containing
the battery and control unit, the remote unit with display, a detachable holster, charger and cables,
sharpening stone, lubricant/protection spray and a special grease gun for the blade all contained in a sturdy
storage box. All the tools are suitable for both right- and left-handed use.
The tool requires servicing every 400,000 cuts which we would do at our premises by factory trained
technicians, either while you wait if pre-arranged or can offer a speedy turn around via Courier where
required. We are pleased to have a direct working relationship with Felco Switzerland to get the required
service, parts and back up promptly.
In 2018 Felco have introduced extension poles that the tools fit easily with and these are available in either
1 metre or 1.5 metre lengths to help reach those larger trees.
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